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We consider various classes of multidimensional stopping times and characterize their basic 
properties. Next we describe a method for identifying probability measures defined on products 
of Baire o-fields in topological spaces. These two areas of investigation constitute the background 
for the study of group-valued additive processes with randomly changing multidimensional time 
parameters. Using established techniques we prove a general reflection principle and strong 
Markov property for multiparameter additive processes taking values in a To topological Abelian 
group. We discuss also the case of a noncommutative group. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present a general reflection principle and strong 
Markov property for a class of group-valued stochastic processes with independent 
increments indexed by multi-dimensional time parameters, also known as additive 
processes. Such processes, mainly real-valued, were studied extensively during the 
past two decades by several authors. Fundamental information concerning the 
construction, representation of characteristic functionals and sample function 
properties of real random fields with independent increments, as well as further 
references, can be found in a remarkable paper by Adler, Monrad, Scissors and 
Wilson (1983). We consider processes with independent increments indexed by the 
upper-right orthant of the space R’ and assume that their trajectories are right 
continuous. In general, it is not true that an additive random field has a right 
continuous modification even after subtraction of its deterministic discontinuities. 
However, from Theorem 1.2 in Adler et al. (1983) it follows that a separable, centered 
additive random field indexed by the bounded parameter set (0, 1)’ can be represen- 
ted as a series of Levy processes, i.e. stochastically continuous stochastic processes 
with independent increments vanishing on the lower-left boundary, whose parameter 
set has the dimension smaller or equal to r. Furthermore, it can be proved that any 
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Levy process possesses a modification with right continuous sample paths. Thus 
our results apply to each of the components of the representation of a real-valued 
additive random field mentioned above. On the other hand, we study a slightly more 
general situation admitting that the processes considered assume values in a To 
topological Abelian group. It is worth mentioning that a survey of the main properties 
of group-valued additive processes indexed by the l-dimensional parameter set may 
be found in Skorohod (1986). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 three main classes of multi- 
dimensional stopping times are defined and their basic properties are established. 
In Section 3 we describe a method that enables us to distinguish various distributions 
on finite products of Baire o-fields in topological spaces. Section 4 is devoted to a 
brief discussion of some measurability problems. Finally, in Sections 5 and 6 we 
formulate and prove a general reflection principle and strong Markov property for 
group-valued additive random fields. In the last Section 7, we discuss also the 
situation in which the processes considered take values in a noncommutative group. 
2. Multidimensional stopping times 
It is necessary first to establish some notation. Let T = R;, where R, = (0, a), I 2 1, 
andletaT={t=(t,,..., t,) E T: ti = 0 for some i s I}. For t, s E T, t A s indicates the 
point having coordinates min( ti, si) and similarly t v s with min replaced by max, 
t < (S)S denote the relations ti < si or ti s s, for all i = 1, . . . , r, respectively, and 
(t, s) represents the set {u E T: t s u < s} provided that t < s. Rectangles of the form 
(t, s), (t, s), (t, 00) etc. are defined in analogous manner. 
Let {St,, t E T} be a filtration on a measurable space (0, 9), i.e. a family of 
sub-u-fields of 9 such that %, E Fs whenever t s s. Following standard terminology 
a function r : 0 + T is here called a stopping time, if {T G t} E Tr for every t E T. 
Throughout the paper we denote by CJ’ the class of all the mappings satisfying the 
above condition. It can be easily verified that elements of P possess many analogous 
properties to the well-known ones for l-dimensional stopping times, however some 
which are important in further applications are not preserved. Therefore we also 
need to consider two other classes of functions. 
Let >* be a relation between points of the set T defined as follows: t >* s if 
ti>siforeachi=l,..., r such that si > 0 and ti 3 0 otherwise. Using this inequality 
we introduce a class P?‘, of random vectors T: 0 + T characterized by the property: 
{T >* t} E Sr for each t E T. 
It is clear that (r - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes of the system of coordinates divide 
the whole space IR’ into 2’ disjoint parts O,(O), i = 1, . . . ,2’, called orthants, regarded 
as sets closed from the lower-left side with respect to these coordinates which are 
bounded and opened from the upper-right side. The same orthants but closed from 
the upper-right side with respect to their bounded coordinates and opened from 
the lower-left side are denoted by O:(O). In the sequel we denote by Oi( t), t E T, 
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sets of the form 
Oi(t)=(Oi(O)+t)n T, 
and similarly 
(2.1) 
Ol( t) = (O;(O) + f) n T. (2.2) 
Notice that if TE CP’,, then {T E Ol( t)} E 9, for each Oi( t), i = 1,. . . ,2’ and t E T, 
but for all r E P such a statement is no longer true in general. This observation will 
play a role in the proof of our reflection principle. 
Moreover, let A be the family of projections in R’ on hyperplanes of the 
system of coordinates, so that A E A if there exist a number p, O<p < r, 
and a set of indices 0 or {ir,. . . , i,}, 1 c i, <. . . < iP G r, such that At = 
(0,. . . ) 0, ti,, 0,. . . ) 0, t,P, 0,. . . ) 0). We denote by P’, the class of all the mappings 
r : 0 + T specified by the requirement {AT G t} E 3, for every A E A and t E T 
Simultaneously with the above families of random vectors we shall consider 
stopping times determined by a wider filtration 9: = g( cY~, s E T\( t, a)), t E T The 
classes of stopping times defined analogously to 8, 9, and P’, by means of 9: 
instead of 9, will be denoted by P’, 9: and Sl,, respectively. 
One can easily observe that the following inclusions are valid: P’, c P’, c 9 c P’, c 
9: c 9”; furthermore all the above classes are distinct whenever r 2 2. Fundamental 
properties of these classes of stopping times are listed below. To simplify the writing 
a function T : 0 + T is called here simple if it assumes only a finite number of 
different values and T is called elementary if it takes at most countably many values. 
Property 2.1. For each t E T, we have t E P?‘, (and hence constant stopping times belong 
to all the classes considered). 0 
Property 2.2. If T, u E C?, , p, or 9, then 7-k w E L?,, , 9, and C?? resp. 0 
Property 2.3. If T, UE C!?', , P', or P, then T v CTE P?‘, , 8, and 9 resp. q 
Property 2.4. If T, u E 9, or 8,) then T A u E C?‘, and 9, resp. 0 
Property 2.5. If T E 9, , then ATE 9, for each A E A. 0 
PI’OperQ2.6. If {T,}cp,,, 8, orC??andT,,(W)_PT(u)foreverywEQ thenTE??),, 
9, and 9 resp. 0 
Property 2.7. For each T E CP,, , 9, or 9 there exists a sequence of simple stopping 
times {T,,} c 9,) ??', and g resp., such that T,,(W) -T(O) for every w E 0. Moreover, 
zf T is bounded, i.e. T( w ) S c < cc for all w E a, then T,, can be chosen bounded and 
T,(W) 117(w) uniformly in w E 0. •I 
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Property 2.8. For each 7 E 9, , CT”, or B there exists a sequence of elementary stopping 
times (7,)~ B,, 9, and P? resp., such that r,, ~,/7r(t) for all w E 0. 0 
All the above properties of stopping times remain true if we replace the classes 
9’,, 9, and B by Sk, 9’: and 9”, because their proofs are not dependent on a 
special choice of filtration. Furthermore, arguments ensuring validity of the proper- 
ties are quite easy and evident and thus all the details will not be presented here. 
To demonstrate some methods leading to these results we give only the proof of 
Property 2.3 for 8, and Property 2.4 for Y’, . 
Proof of Property 2.3 (case T, (TE 9’“). Denote by ai the projection given by t + 
(0, . . . , 0, ti, 0, . . . , 0), and set 
D_ = (0, Eit + E@)* 
’ {II 
if eit # 0, 
if eit = 0, 
where A” = Id-A, Id is the identity map and )* denotes the closure with respect to 
bounded coordinates. Then 
{TV(+)* t}“=Ij{TyUtDi} 
i=, 
and 
(7, U E Dj} ={7 >* &it}cf? {a >* Eit}cE SC,,,= 9,~ 
therefore T v u E 9’“. q 
Proof of Property 2.4 (case T, u E 9,). Suppose A = I,“=, ai, E A. It can be easily seen 
that 
=y;A{~^ ~4 t}n{y’AaS t}E St, 
because yA and yCA E A. Consequently T A u E p', . 0 
Similarly to the l-dimensional case to an arbitrary stopping 
9’ there corresponds a family of random events 
FF,={AE~:AA[TG~]E& forevery teT}. 
By analogy we define 
time 7 E p,,, 9, Or 
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provided that r E P’, , Sl or 9”. Note that if r E S’\S, then the definition of ST 
makes no sense for 0 & ST. Obviously, ST and S: induced by r-dimensional stopping 
times are a-fields, and they also possess the following properties: 
Property 2.9. Each TE !Y (or 9’) is ST- (resp. St-) measurable. 0 
Property 2.10. Zf 7 s u and r, u E 9’ (or P’), then S7 c S,, (resp. 9: c 9;). 0 
Property 2.11. Zf r s u and T, u E 9’ (or 9’), then r is SC- (resp. Sk-) measurable. 0 
Property 2.12. For each A E A and r E 9, (orp”,), AT is ST- (resp. SL-) measurable. 0 
Remark. It is worth mentioning that in the multidimensional case stopping domains 
and stopping lines are studied apart from stopping times (see e.g. Walsh, 1986, pp. 
357-360). It would be interesting to describe the reflection principle and strong 
Markov property for arbitrary stopping domains. However, using stopping domains 
(being unions of rectangles (0, t)) or associated with them stopping lines it is, for 
instance, impossible to obtain as a special case our general reflection principle 
whenever r E P’, or 9,. 
3. Identification of measures on products of Baire a-fields 
Let G be a topological space. Define C,(G) = {f : G + R; f bounded and continuous}, 
9 = {f P’({O}): f E C,(G)} and YZ= (r(a). Clearly, % is the Baire a-field of subsets 
,.c KY r,.,,:,4,... +l., ^_“__ /2J-- /2”. .” r_ IT 4:---\ ,.-..:^^-A . . ..&L 41-- -_-A..-& “1 “. L”,,S‘UG;1 LUG spas& ” - ” 7.. h ” \L Lllllc3, Gqulppx WLCU LLLC; p’““uLL 
topology and cylindrical v-field @ = ‘?Z x. . . x % (I_. times), where La 1 is a fixed 
integer. We shall write f E C,“(G) if f: GL + R is a bounded and continuous function 
such that f -‘({O}) E 9’. Moreover, let gL = {f -‘({O}): f E C,“(G)}. It is obvious that 
in the definition of gaL the class C;(G) may be replaced by C:(G) = 
{f: GL+ Z = (0, 1); f continuous and f -‘({O}) E @}. 
The main properties of the class SdL are as follows. 
Property 3.1. For each f E Cf( G) and every closed set A c Z, we have D = f -‘(A) E 
9dL. 0 
To see this, notice that f -‘(A) = (dA 0 f )-‘({0}), w h ere dA( u) denotes the distance 
of a point u E Z from A. 
Property 3.2. The class 6BL is closed underjinite sums and countable intersections. 0 
For the proof of this property it suffices to consider the functions fi . . . . . fk and 
Ci 2-‘.fi: composed of J E C:(G). 
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Property 3.3. If f,, . . . , fn E Cf(G) and A is a closed subset of R”, n 3 1, then 
(fi,. . . ,fn)Y’(A) E gd,. 
Proof. Let 9: = { GL\D: DE 9=}. By Properties 3.1 and 3.2, for any open intervals 
EicRwehave(fl,...,f,))‘(E,x* * * x E,,) E 9: and 9: is closed under countable 
sums and finite intersections. Since the family {E, x . . . x E,: Ei-open intervals c W} 
forms a basis for the topology of the Lindeliif space R”, (f, , . . . , fn)-‘( U) E 9: for 
each open subset U of OX”. Hence the property follows immediately. 0 
The next result plays the fundamental role in our further considerations. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a topological space and let t_~ be a probability measure on 
(GL, 3”). Then the transformation T,, : C:(G)+!2 given by T,f =I,+ f dp uniquely 
determines p. 
Remark. It is not known whether %‘= F?(GL)-the Baire v-field in the space GL 
and therefore we cannot directly use general theory concerning Baire measures on 
topological spaces, e.g. Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 1 in Vahania et al. (1985). 
However, the proof may be obtained by a modification of arguments used therein. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let AE 9’ and let Z? denote the class of l-dimensional 
projections of I”, N = { 1,2, . . .} into I on axes of coordinates. By Proposition 1.8 
of Vahania et al. (1985) there exist {fn}c CF(G) and BE @(IN, $)-the cylindrical 
u-field generated by 2, such that A = {fn}-l(B). Let p’ = p 0 {f”}-’ : @(IN, 22) + IL!. 
Since IN is a metric space, @(IN, 22) = %(IN) (= Y(IN)), cf. Vahania et al. (1985, 
Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.3), and p’ is a regular Bore1 probability measure 
(see e.g. Billingsley, 1968, Theorem 1.1). Therefore, given any E > 0 there can be 
chosen closed sets F = B and H = B’, such that p’(B\F) +p’( B”\H) < E. Let 
g(x) = P(X, Wl(p(x, F)+p(x, W), where p is the metric defined by p(x, y) = 
x,2-‘. Ixk - ykl for x = {xk}, y = {yk} E I”. Obviously g : IN + I is continuous and 
IJ1~gdp’-p’(B)(<e. Hence,takingf=go{f,} we see that it is a continuous map 
of GL into I and ljc~ f dp -t.~(A)l< E. 
It remains to show that f E C[(G). Note first that g(x) = 0 iff for each rz 1, 
hr(x,, . . . , x,)=inf i Ixk-ykI:yEH 
k=l 
Indeed, g(x) = 0 implies that x E H and then h,(x, , . . . , x,) = 0 for all r 3 1. To prove 
the converse, let pI : IN + I’ be given by p,x = (x, , . . . , x,). Plainly, p,H is closed in 
Wr, because it is compact as a continuous image of a closed set in the compact 
metric space IN. Next, if (x,, . . . , xr) E~,H for all r 2 1, then there exist xcr) E H 
satisfying conditions p,x”’ = (x1,. . . , x,). But then xcr)+ x = (x1, x2,. . .) in I”’ as 
r + co and x E H, so that g(x) = 0. Hence it follows that g 0 {fn}( u) = 0 if and only 
if h,(f,(u) ,..., fr(u))=O, or u~(f ,,..., fr)-‘(p,H) for every ral. In view of 
Properties 3.3 and 3.2, f E C;(G). 0 
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Recall that a probability measure p is called regular with respect to the class 
8c 9, if 
y(A) =sup{/.~(E): E c A, E E %‘} (3.1) 
for every measurable set A. If for each nondecreasing generalized sequence { U,},,r 
of open sets the Bore1 measure p has the property 
then p is said to be r-smooth, and if (3.2) is satisfied only for lJ, i_~, = G with u,, 
open measurable, then /.A (not necessarily Borel) is called rO-smooth. Moreover, if 
in (3.1) ‘Z is replaced by the class of compact sets X, then the Bore1 measure p is 
said to be Radon (in such a case the underlying space G is usually assumed to be 
Hausdorff). Let p* be the exterior measure induced by an arbitrary probability 
measure p, i.e. 
p*(A) = inf{p(B): A c B-measurable}. 
If G is a Hausdorff topological space and if for each E > 0 there exists a compact 
set K such that p*(K) > 1 - E, then p is called tight. 
Proposition 3.5. Every probability measure p on (GL, 9”) is regular with respect to 
the class aL. 
Proof. Let Ju be a family of sets A = GL satisfying the condition: for each E > 0 
there exist D E gL and IJ E $jJa”, such that D c A c U and p( U\D) < E. Notice that 
if lJE9:, then U =f-‘((0, 1)) = IJ, D,, where D, =f-‘((l/n, 1)) for f~ C:(G), 
i.e. D,, E aL. Therefore BL c A. Indeed, if A E gL then it suffices to take D = A and 
U = (Uy D,,)’ with large enough m = m(e), where GL\A = U, D, E Ba”,, D,, E 9=. 
Moreover one can prove that A% is a u-field. This may be justified by the same 
method as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Billingsley (1968), so we omit details. 
Observe next that 5SL = {Fr x * * . x FL: F, E 9}. To see this, denote by Vi the 
projection of GL onto the ith component of the product, 1 s is L. Then fi =f;‘({O}) 
for some J E C:(G), and therefore F, x * * .xF,=(L-‘C~=,Jo ni))‘({O}) and 
L-’ CF=, f; 0 7ri E Ck( G). However SL is generated by sets of the form F, x . * * X FL, 
F, E 53, consequently SL = A%. q 
To obtain Bore1 probability measures having further regularity properties some 
more restrictive assumptions are needed. 
Corollary 3.6. Let G be a completely regular (Hausdorfl) topological space and let 
t_~ : SL+ (0, 1) be a probability measure. If p is rO-smooth, then it admits a unique 
extension to the T-smooth probability measure on the Bore1 u-field 93 ( GL), and if t.L is 
tight, then it extends uniquely to the Radon probability measure on %‘(GL). 
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Proof. Observe that products U, x . . . x U, E SL of open Baire sets Ui in G constitute 
a basis for the topology of GL. Using Theorem 3.2 of Vahania et al. (1985) we get 
the desired conclusion. The last statement can be also derived from the well-known 
Prohorov theorem (see Vahania et al., 1985, Theorem 3.4). 0 
Corollary 3.7. If G is a TO topological group, then all the above results in Section 3 
are valid. 0 
This observation follows from Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 8.4 in Hewitt and Ross 
(1963), because under the above assumption G is a completely regular topological 
space. 
4. Some problems concerning measurability 
Let X = {X,, t E T} be a stochastic process with values in a measurable space (E, ‘&‘) 
and let {tit} be a filtration on (CI, 9) indexed by t E T. 
Lemma 4.1. If X is {&,)-progressively measurable, then X is {&,)-adapted. 0 
The proof is analogous to the l-dimensional case. 
Lemma 4.2. If X is progressively measurable and 7: fl+ T is a stopping time of one 
of the classes 9,, 9, or 9 de$ned by means of {ti,}, then 
(i) X, is a random element in (E, Q&-measurable; 
(ii) {X, n .} is { dt} -progressively measurable. 
Proof. Notice that if we prove (ii), then we can obtain (i) on the basis of Lemma 
4.1. To demonstrate (ii) it suffices to consider the composition g 0 h of two mappings: 
h given by the formula (0, t) x fl3 (s, w) + (s A T(O), w) E (0, t) x 0 and g defined 
by (0, t)xO3(s,W)+X,(~)E E. Cl 
We say that a process X with values in a Hausdorff topological space has right 
continuous realizations (in short, X is right continuous), if for each w E fl and t E T, 
X(s, w)+X(t, w) as tGs* t. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a completely regular topological space with its Baire u-field 3 
and let X be a stochastic process with values in G having right continuous realizations 
and adapted with respect to thefiltration {a,}. Then X is {&,)-progressively measurable. 
Proof. For a fixed arbitrarily t E T define on (0, t) x 0, 
X~)(o)=Xkf2-n(~) for s~*((k--l)t2-“, kt2-“), 
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where kt2-” = ( kI t12-“, . . . , k,t,2-“), 1 c ki 6 2”, and *( . , -) denote the rectangles 
closed from the left side with respect to all the coordinates such that ( ki - 1) ti2-” = 0. 
Since 
{(s, 0) E (0, t} x R: Xl”‘(w) E U} 
= ,yr U_ *((k - I)r2-“, kt2-“) x {w: XW,~(W) E WE a((O, t)) x d, 
for U E W, Xcn) are (%?((O, t)) x d,, %)-measurable random elements. Moreover, 
X:‘(w) + X,,(o) pointwise for each s E (0, t) and w E 0, and the right-hand side is 
uniquely determined by the relation X.,(w) E U, U E 9”. Let U = lJn D,, where 
U E 9’, D, E 9 and D, c Int D,,, . Observe now that 
{(s, w) E (0, t) x n: X,(o) E U} 
therefore X is {&}-progressively measurable. 0 
Remark. If G is an arbitrary Hausdorff topological space and % is replaced by the 
Bore1 a-field B(G) then in general it is not true that the limiting map of measurable 
functions with values in (G, a(G)) is measurable - an’appropriate example was 
given by Dudley, see for instance Vahania et al. (1985, p. 13). However, the proof 
of Lemma 4.3 works as well in the space ( GL, 3”). Furthermore, similar arguments 
like those used in the last lines of the proof of Lemma 4.3 show that a pointwise 
limit of ( GL, @)-valued random vectors is again a random vector in ( GL, 9”) (cf. 
the proof of Proposition 3.5). 
By analogy to Corollary 3.7 we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 4.4. The Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 remain true if G is a TO topological 
group. 0 
In the sequel the results of Section 4 are applied to ti, = Fr and J&?, = S:, where 
st is the a-field generated by increments of the process X up to time t E T. 
5. Reflection principle 
Let X = {X,, t E T} be a stochastic process taking values in a TO topological Abelian 
group G with its Baire m-field 9. First of all it is necessary to establish some 
conditions under which there is possible to investigate sums and differences of 
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random elements in (G, 9). Since the inversion x+ -x mapping G into G is 
continuous, 2 is a random element in (G, 9) if and only if -2 is so, hence the 
problem reduces to additivity. We shall consider below throughout Sections 5 and 
6 three cases. 
Condition 5.1. (G, 3) is a measurable group. 
Then the map (x, y) + x + y of G2 into G is ( g2, %)-measurable. 
Condition 5.2. The distribution of each finite vector XL= (Xtc,,, . . . , XIcLj) for any 
fixed r-tuples t(l), . . . , t(L) E T and LZ 1 is a rO-smooth probability measure on 
(GL, sL). 
Condition 5.2 is sufficient for our purposes if we ignore possible measurability 
problems and define distributions of sums of G-valued random elements by means 
of unique r-smooth extensions of their distributions, cf. Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 
3.2 in Vahania et al. (1985) combined with our Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. 
Condition 5.3. For every t(l), . . . , t(L) E T and LZ 1, a finite vector XL is %(GL)- 
measurable. 
Evidently, Condition 5.3 guarantees that sums and differences of coordinates of 
XL are %-measurable, but proving our reflection principle and strong Markov 
property we have to investigate distributions of XL on 3’. From this point of view 
such a condition seems to be somewhat inadequate in our situation. Moreover, 
under Condition 5.3 we must impose stronger assumptions on X considering 
independence of increments or symmetry, cf. Remarks 7.2 and 7.4. In any case 
under Condition 5.1, 5.2 or 5.3 operations of addition and subtraction of random 
elements X, are admissible and on the basis of results in Section 3 one can determine 
distributions of random elements thus obtained. 
Denote by 6(O) the union of arbitrarily fixed orthants O,(O), i E J c (1,. . . ,2’}, 
closed from the lower-left side with respect to bounded coordinates and define O(t) 
as the set O(0) translated to f and restricted to T. In other words, O(t) = (t + O(0)) n 
T = Uie, Oi( t), where Oi( t) are given by (2.1). Next, let Af((s, t)) denote the usual 
r-dimensional increment of a function f: R’+ G on the rectangle (s, t) c R’ and let 
2a = a + a for a E G. Introduce two new processes 
and 
X,,(t) = AX((0, r)) 
Y(r)=Xo(r)-2 C AX(Gi(r)n(O, r)), 
ieJ 
where T E 9, or 9, (the case T E 9 can be also considered whenever O(0) consists 
only of the first upper-right orthant with all the coordinates nonnegative). Denote 
by D( T, G) the space of right continuous functions T-, G considered with the 
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cylindrical a-field $2; = sT n D( T, G) and put .9, = c+(XO(s), 0~ s s t). We are able 
to prove the following result. 
Theorem 5.4. Let X be an additive right continuous stochastic process with symmetric 
increments taking values in a measurable space (G, 9) satisfying Condition 5.1, 5.2 
or 5.3. Then the processes X,, and Y have the same distribution on the space 
(D(T, G), 9:). Moreover, if TE9,,, then Y is {St}-adapted, and if r E !J?‘, or 9, Y 
is {%:)-adapted (though in some particular cases it may happen that for r E P?‘, the 
process Y is {S,}-adapted). 
Remark. If in addition XI aT = 0, then X0 = X and the assertion of Theorem 5.4 
holds for X and Y. 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. For a fixed n E N and k E N’, let VP’ = AX(( (k - l)/ n, k/n)). 
Then random elements VP’ have the following properties: 
(i) Vr’ are symmetric. 
(ii) Each VP’ is 5k,n-measurable. 
(iii) For a fixed n E N, random elements VP’, k E N’, are independent. 
(iv) Vk (n) is independent of the a-field 9Pl;k--lj,n. 
Suppose T,, are elementary stopping times assuming values in Q,, = {k/n: k E N’}, 
n E N. Define random variables 
if((k-l)ln,kln)~~(T~), 
if ((k-1)/n, k/n)c 6’(~,,). 
Denote now by d(t) the union of orthants taken with their upper-right boundaries 
obtained by symmetry with respect to zero from 6(O), translated to t and restricted 
to T. Observe that 
_Q’= 1 if r,@e((k-1)/n), 
-1 if r,Ed((k-1)/n). 
Moreover, for each union of orthants described above the events {T,, E 8( (k - l)/ n)} 
and their complements belong to the a-field .9c(k_lj,n provided that T,, E 8,. Therefore 
random variables Zr’ are 9 (k ,,,,-measurable. Note next that any increment Vr’ _ 
is independent of the family of random elements VJ!“’ for j # k as well as of random 
variables Z$“’ whenever i Y k. 
We will show that for every p E N and kI, . . . , k, E N’ the random vectors 
Uq),..., Vt)) and (Z(k:)V(k:), . . . , Zt’ Vg’) have the same distribution. Let 
At,... , A, E 99 be arbitrary sets. Choose an r-tuple k,, 1 s s s p, such that for each 
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jE{l,... , p}\(s) the relation kj 2 k, holds. It can be easily verified that 
P f$ [Zt’V’,:k A,] 
j=1 I 
n [Z’,:‘V’,:k A,] . (5.1) 
j * .5 
Based on (5.1) we prove inductively that 
P fi [Z’k:‘V(k:kAj] = fi P[ V’k:k A,] 
j=l j=l 
=P 
Now, for a fixed t E T and n E N, define 
m,(t)=([nt,]+l,...[nt,]+l), 
Q(t,n)={k~N’: l<k<m,(t)}, 
X’“‘(t) = c VP’ 
ktQ(&n) 
and 
Y(“)(t) = c zp’v:). 
k~Q(w) 
(5.2) 
Let TE P’, be an arbitrary stopping time and let 
Then T, are elementary stopping times, T,, E 9, and T,,(W) 37, T(W) as n + cc for 
each w E 0. Note also that if 7, assumes a value j/n, then the random signs Zp’ 
are equal to -1 if ((k - l)/ n, k/n) c O( j/n) and +1 otherwise. Hence we have 
Y’“‘(t)=X,(m,(t)ln)-2 C AX(Gi(Tn)n(o, m,(r)/n)). 
isJ 
Since X is right continuous, 
x’“‘(t)=Xo(mn(t)/n)~X,(t) 
and 
Y’“‘(t)+X,3(t)-2 1 dX(Oi(r)n(o, t))= Y(t) 
ie.l 
pointwise for all w E a. 
Suppose t(l), . . . , t(L) E T are arbitrary but fixed r-tuples. Consider the group 
GL with the product topology and cylindrical m-field sL. Evidently, GL is a 
completely regular topological group. From the first part of the proof we know that 
the processes X’“’ and Yen) have the same finite dimensional distributions because 
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they can be expressed as sums of independent increments VP’ and Zp’ VP’. Hence 
random vectors 
and 
X’,“’ = (X’“‘( t( 1)) ,..*, X’“‘(W)) 
Yl”) = ( Y(“)( t( 1)) ,..., Y’“‘(U))) 
possess the same distribution on (GL, 9’). Moreover, 
z(L”)+XL= (X,(t(1)), . . .) X,(t(L))) 
and 
Y!“‘+ YL=(Y(t(l)),..., Y(t(L))) 
in GL for each w E 0. Consequently, for every bounded and continuous function 
f~ C,“(G), f(X(Ln)) and f( Y(Ln)) are equally distributed, whereas f(X(Ln)) +f(XL) 
and f( Y:“‘) +f( Y,) a.s. 
Denote pL = P 0 (gL)-‘, vL = P 0 (FL)-‘. Applying the Lebesgue dominated con- 
vergence theorem we see that 
or equivalently 
So,fdpi= jG,fdr+ 
Taking into consideration Lemma 3.4 we conclude that pL = vL on ( GL, 9’). Hence 
it follows immediately that the distributions of X,, and Y coincide on the space 
D( T, G) of right continuous functions T+ G equipped with the cylindrical a-field 
9;. 
Observe next that the endpoints of rectangles appearing in the definition of Y 
are stopping times belonging to 9, provided that r E 9, , therefore on account of 
results in Sections 2 and 4 in such a situation the process Y is {%,}-adapted. If 
7~9, then the events {r,~&(k-1)/n)} and their complements are also 
%c(k_,,,,-measurable so the proof works as well, but in such a case the process Y 
obtained after reflection may be {9:}-adapted, for in its definition stopping times 
of the form hr + Act, A E A are used and they are elements of Pp’, . However, if the 
reflection takes place on all the orthants except the last lower-left with all the 
coordinates negative, then the random signs are given by 
zY’= 
1 
1 if (k-1)/n <* T,, 
- 1 otherwise. 
Assuming in addition that XldT = 0, we see that the resulting process appears to be 
equal Y(t) = 2X( t A T) - X(t) as the limit of processes 
Y(“)(t) = 
X(%(r)) if m,(t)/n <* 7,, 
2X((m,(t)/n)n~,)-X(m,(t)/n) otherwise, 
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so it is {%,}-adapted because t A T E g’, . Finally, if T E 6%’ then we can only use for 
reflection the first orthant with all the coordinates nonnegative determined by the 
random signs 
z(kn)= 
( 
1 if r,$(k-1)/n, 
-1 if r,,<(k-1)/n. 
Then 
Y’“‘(r) =X,(m,(r)ln)--AX(((m,(t)ln)n r,, m,(r)ln)) 
+ Y(t)=X,(t)J[7$t]-22dX((~, t))J[~<t], 
and now the endpoints of the rectangles (T, t) belong again to S’,, thus Y is 
{ 9:}-adapted. 0 
Corollary 5.5. Let XI,, = 0 and let pLx and pv denote the distributions on 
(D( T, G), %L) of X and Y resp. If px is TO-smooth, then px and puy have a unique 
common extension to the T-smooth probability measure on the Bore1 u-jeld 93 (D( T, G)) 
of subsets of D( T, G), and if px is tight, then px and py extend uniquely to the 
common Radon probability distribution on %‘( D( T, G)). 
Proof. Let U c D( T, G) be any open cylinder of the form U = nil(B) n D( T, G), 
where rrL: GT + GL is a finite dimensional projection and B is an open set in GL, 
Lc N. Obviously, for each y E U there exist open sets B, , . . . , BL c G such that 
~L(Y)E&x.. . x BL = B. Since G is completely regular there can be found con- 
tinuous functions f; E C,(G) satisfying the conditions A(nL(y)i) = 0 and JlciB, = 1, 
1 s is L. Denote by rL,i the projections of GL onto its factors and put f = 
max{f;o rL,i: Is-is L}. Then fg C;(G), f(rL(y))=O and flGL,tB,x...XBLJ= 1. 
Moreover, U, = rf’ 0 f -‘((O, 1)) n D( T, G) E 97; . IS an open neighbourhood of y 
being a subset of U and thus 9; contains a basis for the topology of D( T, G) 
obtained by restriction of the product one from G7. 
We shall prove that kx is regular. Let J% be a class of cylindrical sets A in D( T, G) 
satisfying the condition: for each E > 0 there can be found a closed set FE 3; and 
an open set U E %g, such that F = A c U and px ( U\ F) < E. Then & is a a-field. 
Therefore it suffices to show that every cylinder A with a ‘finite-dimensional’ basis 
contained in GL for some La 1 belongs to JU. However, the last statement is a 
direct consequence of Proposition 3.5, and thus px is regular. Furthermore, D( T, G) 
is a completely regular topological space as a subset of such a space with the 
topology induced from GT. Applying Theorem 3.2 of Vahania et al. (1985) and 
Theorem 5.4 above we get the desired assertion. El 
In particular, if the realizations of X belong to D,( T, G) -the space of right 
continuous functions f : T + G having limits for each point t E T along the remaining 
orthants closed from the lower-left side, and if G is a Polish space, then px and 
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puy are Radon distributions that coincide on the Bore1 a-field a(D,( T, G), .Y), 
where D,( T, G) is considered with the Skorohod topology 9. Indeed, from Theorem 
1.2 of Vahania et al. (1985) it follows that 9’ = B ( GL) for all L 2 1, and by a slight 
generalization of Theorem 14.5 of Billingsley (1968) we have %( D,( T, G), Y’) E YT n 
D,( T, G). Our final conclusion is a consequence of the fact that D,( T, G) is then 
a Polish space, cf. Billingsley (1968, Theorem 1.4) and also Ivanoff (1980). 
6. Strong Markov property 
Let X = {X,, t E T} be an additive right continuous stochastic process with 
homogeneous increments taking values in a To topological Abelian group G with 
its Baire a-field 9, and let Ft = c~(dX((0, s)), s s t). We still assume that (G, 9) 
satisfies Condition 5.1, 5.2 or 5.3. As was already indicated, the method used for 
the proof of reflection principle can also be adapted to derive the strong Markov 
property for X. Suppose T E 9’ is an arbitrary stopping time with respect to { 9;) 
and define 
X,(t) = AX((q T+ t)), t E T. 
Theorem 6.1. Theprocesses X0 and X, have the same distribution on the space D( T, G) 
of right continuous functions T+ G with the cylindrical a-jield 93;. Moreover, the 
a-jield a(X,( t), t E T) generated by the process X, is independent of 9:. 
Proof. Assume first that r~ 9” is an elementary stopping time, i.e. T 
most countably many values sk E T. Let t(l), . . . , t(L) E T be arbitrary 
A,, . . . , AL E % and B E FL. Note that for si 4 Sk, si # Sk, we have 
takes at 
r-tuples, 
therefore the event B n {T = Sk} is independent of the a-field a(X,, ( t), t E T). Hence 
we obtain 
P[X,(r(I)) E A,, . . . , X(t(L)) E AL, Bl 
=c p[Ax((S,, Sk+f(l)))E A,, . . . , Ax((sk, sk+t(L)))EA~l 
k 
.P[T=Sk, B] 
= P[X,( t( 1)) E A,, . . . , &(t(L)) E ALI. P[Bl. (6.1) 
Passing to the general case we approximate an arbitrary stopping time TE B' by 
elementary stopping times 
T,, = 1 k2~nJ*((k~1)2~“,k2-“)( 7). 
ktN' 
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If B E 3: then for every t E T, B n (7, S t} E S[t2”12mn c S:, where [ t2”] = 
([ t12”], . . . , [ t,2”]), so that B E Sg . Thus X,” satisfies (6.1) for all n 2 1. Moreover, 
in view of the right continuity of X, 
XCL)= (XJt(1)), . . . 7” > &(t(L)))+ (x(t(l)), . . . 3 x(t(L))) =P 
pointwise. Obviously, if P[B] = 0 then (6.1) is valid for X,. Suppose P[B] > 0. Let 
v, = Ps 0 (XE’)_‘, v = Pe 0 (X:L’))’ and let f~ C;(G). On the basis of Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem, 
(6.2) 
Furthermore, from (6.1) it follows that v, are identically equal measures and thus 
(6.3) 
By (6.3) and Lemma 3.4 we conclude that (6.1) holds for an arbitrary stopping time 
r E P”. Consequently, putting B = fI we see that the processes X, and X0 possess 
the same finite dimensional distributions, and hence according to their right con- 
tinuity they are equidistributed on the space D( T, G) with the cylindrical a-field 
9;. Finally, replacing X0 by X, on the right-hand side of (6.1) we infer that c-fields 
S: and a(XT(t), t E T) are independent. 0 
Corollary 6.2. If XldT = 0 and t.+ is T,-smooth, then px and pLx, have a unique common 
extension to the r-smooth distribution on the Bore1 a-jield 3(D( T, G)), and if px is 
tight, then px and tag, extend uniquely to the common Radon probability measure on 
%( D( T, G)). In particular, the remark concluding Section 5 also relates to the distribu- 
tions ~~ and t_~~,. 0 
The proof is essentially the same as that of Corollary 5.5. 
7. Remarks concerning noncommutative groups 
Remark 7.1. Evidently, the results of Sections 2, 3 and 4 do not depend on the fact 
whether G is an Abelian group or not. We may only have some doubts considering 
the results of Sections 5 and 6. 
Remark 7.2. Suppose now that the group operation is not commutative. The first 
problem which appears is an appropriate definition of an additive process. In general 
we have so many definitions of increments on rectangles, and hence so many different 
kinds of additive processes as there exist permutations of the set (1, . . . , r}, i.e. r!. 
Between them certain pairs of processes associated by inversion may be distinguished 
like in the l-dimensional case (cf. Skorohod, 1986, Section 5.1). Next there arises 
a question how to define sums of increments to obtain the increment of the process 
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on such a rectangle which is the union of some adjacent ones. We are able to 
propose some method here. Let Xi, X;, . . . , X$ be the values of the process with 
appropriate signs at extremal points of a rectangle SC T ordered according to a 
fixed permutation and let $ : G2’ + G be given by $( a,, . . . , u2,) = a, . * * * * a2r (in 
the sequel we use multiplicative notation for group operation, but instead of a-’ 
we write -a to avoid ambiguity with the inverse image). Let %;r = I+!-‘( 99). Observe 
that on account of Condition 5.1 or 5.2 we have %;,c ‘9’: but under Condition 5.3 
we solely obtain 97$ s 9( G2r). Consider a-fields (Xi, . . . , X;,))‘( 347). The require- 
ment of independence of increments for the process X may be replaced now by 
the following assumption: for each finite array of non-overlapping rectangles rep- 
resented by the values of the process with suitable signs (Xi”‘, . . . , Xiv’), 
i=l,..., n, the a-fields (Xi”‘, . . . , X$;‘)-‘( ??;r), i = 1, . . . , n, are independent. 
Remark 7.3. Using vectors (Xi”‘, . . . , Xi!“), i = 1,2, instead of increments we can 
define sums of increments on adjacent rectangles as follows: to compute 
(x;“‘, . . . ) x:!“)o(xy’, . . . , X:?) we erase in both sequences the same values of 
the process with opposite signs and next form a new vector by means of the remaining 
coordinates with their indices (if there remains the same coordinate of both vectors, 
then such a coordinate of the second vector is located at the next place and all the 
coordinates with greater indices are transferred to the right). The cancellation of 
opposite values of the process applied in the above operation is substantiated if X 
is heterogeneous in the following sense: t f s implies that X, #X, and X, # -X, 
a.s. Clearly, our operation of addition of increments is in general noncommutative 
and nonassociative. However, if the union of two adjacent rectangles S, and S2 is 
again a rectangle S, then the sum of increments on S, and S, equals to the increment 
of the process on S. The addition of increments on arbitrary rectangles according 
to the above rules leads to vectors having more coordinates than 2’, therefore the 
sum of increments on elementary figures (i.e. unions of non-overlapping rectangles) 
need not be equal to the increment of the process on the rectangle which is the 
union of these elementary figures (depending on the order of addition as the result 
we may obtain various permutations of Xi,. . . , Xi,). 
Remark 7.4. Observe that now the symmetry of increments does not follow from 
the usual symmetry of the process X, but it is ensured by the following condition: 
for every rectangle S c T and values Xi, . . , X$ of X with appropriate signs at 
extremal points of S, 
pr(X;, . . . , X;,) E A] = P[(X;v, . . . , X;) E (-A)], 
where A E 99;~ is arbitrary. Indeed, for any C E 9 we have 
p[X; . . . . . x;, E C] = P[(X{ , . . . ) Xi,) E $-l(c)] 
= P[(Xi,, . . . 3 Xi) E (-F’(C))1 
= P[(-x;v,. . . ) -Xi) E (crP’(C)] 
=P[(-Xi,). ... . (-Xi)EC] 
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=p[x; . . . . * x;rE (-C)]. 
Remark 7.5. The proof of our reflection principle works also in the noncommutative 
case, but the notation of the majority of formulas is much more complicated. For 
example, in the proof discussed we have to add increments of the process on 
rectangles ((k - 1)/n, k/n) in a suitable order (the union of components should be 
a rectangle), next add the whole blocks of increments, blocks of blocks, etc. In this 
way it is possible to obtain the right-hand side approximation of the process on an 
arbitrary rectangle. Denote by H,(?, T) sets of the form Oi(r) n (0, t), i = 1, . . . ,2’, 
where r is a stopping time and t $7 (if t s T, then Y(t) = X,(t)). The process Y(t) 
should be defined now as the sum of increments of X on rectangles H,( t, 7) put in 
parentheses in an appropriate order and blocks, with minus signs if on some Hi( t, 7) 
the reflection takes place. The ordering here is not unique provided de apply the 
operation of addition of increments described above. Clearly, we must .low approxi- 
mate the increments with appropriate signs of the process X on Hi( t, T) in a fixed 
order, which additionally complicates the writing (e.g. instead of m,(t) we have to 
use right side approximations of the endpoints of rectangles Hi( t, T) and all the 
blocks which are their components). 
Remark 7.6. The proof of the strong Markov property remains valid in the noncom- 
mutative case without greater changes if we mean AX as above..Obviously, Corol- 
laries 5.5 and 6.2 are true as well. 
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